
 

20. What was special about FC United’s first goal in their 4-0 win over Retford scored on 15th of 

this month?  

21. Who came 1st / 2nd in this years carribean 2020 cricket completion?  

22. How many young does the nine banded armadillo normally give birth to at any one time? 

23. Which poet was born on this day in 1759? 

24. What is the common name for the seed of a horse chestnut? 

25. Trick Question : there are six tea cups on a table, if one falls off how many remain on the 

table? 

26. What is the lowest number (whole positive) with the letter A in it? 

27. Elmer Fudd and Yosemite Sam are enemies of who? 

28. True of False, Charlie Chaplin came third in a Charlie chaplin look-a-like competition in San 

Fransisco? 

29. Who has the current official number one single in the UK? 

30. In the musical Carousel what song does Nettie Fowler sing to Julie after her husband kills 

himself? 

31. in roman numerals what is L divided by V?  

32. In The lower intestine is also known as what? 

33. What is the 2 character form of the sport which has Sebastian Vettel as its champion?  

34. What links pubs, law, gold, a ridge of sand, or something that impedes?  

35. According to the idiom what is where the heart is?  

36. What vitamin does the human body generate from sunlight? 

37. What is 16 ounces equal to?  

38. in Astronomy what can follow red or blue to describe forms of the Doppler effect?  

39. ABC sung about a poison what? 

40 What links the answers from 31-39 

41. Which of the following sharks lay eggs, the port Jackson shark or lemon shark? 

42. What toy has 43,252,003,274,489,856,000 permutations? (45 british trillion 252 003 british 

million 274 489 million 856 thousand permutations) 

43. In golf what comes next in the sequence bogey, par, birdie, eagle? 

44. who won the best music video in the 1987 brit awards? 

45. Where do handouts grow on bushes, the sun shine every day, you find cigarette trees,  lemonade 

springs and singing bluebirds? 

46. If music be the food of love, play on” comes from which Shakespeare play? 



47. Challenger  Deep holds what record as far as we know? 

48. What is at 0 degrees longtitude and 0 degrees latitude? 

49. Whish advertising character was played by terry Brooks between 1961-1966, for which he 

received a £100 salary and time off school? 

50. Sir William Compton held which job in the court of Henry VIII? 

 


